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The Random House Websterâ€™s Pocket American Sign Language Dictionary is a treasury of over

1,000 signs for the novice and experienced user alike. It includes complete descriptions of each

sign, plus full-torso illustrations. There is also a subject index for easy reference as well as alternate

signs for the same meaning.
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Over 1,000 signs, clearly described and illustrated, in an affordable, take-anywhere pocket

dictionary. Part of the popular pocket dictionary series from Random House, Random House Pocket

American Sign Language Dictionary offers full-torso illustrations and clear descriptions of each sign

set, setting it apart from the competition.Just right for students, interpreters, and anyone involved in

the deaf community. Includes full-torso illustrations and clear descriptions of over 1,000 signs.

New format! Over 1,000 signs, clearly described and illustrated, in an affordable, take-anywhere

pocket dictionary.Unlike any sign language dictionary on the market, Random House Pocket

American Sign Language Dictionary offers a core vocabulary of over 1,000 signs in a small-format,

low-priced book. Full-torso illustrations and clear descriptions of each sign set the Random House

Webster's American Sign Language dictionaries apart from the competition.

I am taking Beginners ASL in college right now and my teacher highly recommended that we get

this book. Honestly, I have only used it a few times but for those times, it has been very useful. It's



also fun to look up new words and between the pictures and description I haven't had any problems

figuring out the sign. The reason I didn't give this book 5 stars is simply because there have been a

few times when I tried to look up a sign and it wasn't in the book. I understand that they can only fit

a certain amount in such a "pocket" sized book but, nonetheless, it has failed me a few times,

therefore, 4 stars. Also, the writing is VERY small. If you have any trouble reading small print this

one may not be the right book for you.

I run an after school ASL club and I was looking for prizes to give out at our last meeting of the year.

Not only are these dictionaries accurate and fairly comprehensive for a small dictionary, they are

super cute! I was concerned that the pocket size would make this difficult to use or read but that is

not the case. I did not have any misprinting issues as some previous reviewers experienced. Great

gift for the ASL student in your life!

My daughter is deaf so i have taken courses to learn ASL and i always have a book like this

hanging around somewere to teach my girlfriend or others how to communicate with my daughter.

Most of the signs are correct in here although there is some that are a little off and some that are

just plain wrong.

My daughter is Deaf and going to school everyday learning sign language. So Im in the same

process as her learning sing language, this book is a perfect quick grab if i need to look a word up

fast. The pictures are well drawn out so i can see the action behind the sign. Also my favorite part is

the description explaining the reason the sign is used however that particular sign is, its a good

visual reference

Ok....Actually, I LOVE the thought of having this book!!! It is a very helpful, handy thing when you're

learning sign language!!!However, my copy has major issues!!!! We have duplicate pages of 129 -

176, and are missing pages 225 - 274!!!!!! O.o

Costello composed a wonderfully brief and resourceful work.

it strengthens my ASL

This an excellent source of information. It isgreat since it will fit in a pocket and be quickly



available.The only problem is that some drawings are toosmall to easily seen. However, a small

magnifying glass takes care of this.
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